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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
“THE FINAL WISDOM OF LIFE REQUIRES NOT THE ANNULMENT OF INCONGRUITY BUT
THE ACHIEVEMENT OF SERENITY WITHIN AND ABOVE IT.” -REINHOLD NIEBUHR

This year, the staff of The Essence had the opportunity to collaborate with the staff of
Inkblots, a literary magazine based in The Woodlands, Texas. The Inkblots staff worked with the
editors of The Essence to build spreads that showcased the differences between the productions
of our respective publications. Through this experience, we were impacted by the spatial distance
between our magazines, and as we interacted with the Inkblots staff, we found ourselves thinking
about the concept of home—along with its subjectivity.
A home may be represented by a physical location, but when an individual pursues his true
home, he is pursuing a state of mind. As Niebuhr’s words imply, he journeys through confusion,
vulnerability, and dissonance to find a place that soothes them all. That place may be geographic,
or within the heart of another person, or simply within his own mind. But no matter who embarks upon the journey, the psychological destination remains the same:

Serenity.

The word encapsulates a point of clarity, acceptance, and comfort that many humans seek,
and Neuqua’s artists and writers are no exception. This year’s magazine is a culmination of the
places they have explored, of the dutiful, beautiful snippets of their personal journeys. Some have
reached their peace of mind, while others remain at war, and still others lie in between the two
states. In this way, our collection is a microcosm of the universal human narrative, one colored
by unabashed sensitivity and personality.
Such an endeavor would not be possible without the ingenuity of our featured artists and
writers, the diligent work of our general staff, the support of our patrons, and the guidance of
our sponsor, Ms. Gillian Schneider. All of these people have helped the creative vision of the
2015 edition of The Essence reach its own place of serenity. For myself and the rest of the staff,
this magazine is our home, and we are proud to welcome you to it.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Keshner
Sneior Editor of The Essence, 2014-2015
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3 BUBBLES SOPHIA PELLIS
[2ND PLACE//DRAMA//UEC 2015]
Childhood begins and ends with bubbles. Our
summers are spent blowing our innocence into the
wind. Some people’s bubbles deflate slowly, but others
aren’t so lucky, and their bubbles explode all at once.
Sometimes, the air leaves our bubbles in little
bursts, like when we discover who really brings our
Christmas presents, or that the good guys don’t always
win. But other times a hole is blown straight through
our hearts that shatters all our bubbles in one terrifying
pop. This is a story about one of those bubble-popping
moments, for a girl, a friend, and a family. This is
Grace’s story.
They dated for months before they even kissed,
and I still remember Grace calling me and talking late
into the night about how their first kiss made her feel
like she was flying. How every first after that was like
a gust of wind that sent her soaring higher and higher
into the clouds. Then suddenly it was like she hit a
wall; she spiraled down and landed in the mud. Her
nose dive started with a party in late January, and she
came to school the next day with bruises on her cheeks
and baggy sweat pants. She told everyone that she fell
on the ice outside and even though everyone believed
her, I knew better.
It took me weeks to find out what happened,
and I remember how she slowly withdrew from the
world and started to hide within herself. I watched as
her eyes got darker, as if a storm brewing inside was
blocking out the sun. One Sunday, she came over wearing all black that matched the circles under her eyes,
and cast shadows across her pale skin, and I sat there as
she wrung her hands and told me about the time that
wasn’t like the others. How it hurt and she wasn’t quite
sure why. I remember how my stomach hit the floor
and the room spun around me, because school doesn’t
teach you what to say to someone when they tell you
they’ve been raped. She hid her eyes behind her hair as
she told me about that night in one long breath, letting
it all spill out at once, because when your body’s throwing up poison, it’s hardly concerned with your ability
to breathe.
She tells me about how they were lying there
kissing and then suddenly he was on top of her. She

shakes as she explains how he wouldn’t stop and suddenly her pants were off and he was smiling. I pull her
in tight and let her cry as she tells me how she tried to
scream, but his hand over her mouth was too strong.
She says that her skin feels like its burning and it
doesn’t matter how many times she showers. I sit there
listening, with my fists clenched and my eyes running
as she tells me how he looked at her when he was done.
How his face slipped into a frown when he apologized,
and how his brow crinkled when he told her that she
wanted it. That she had asked for it, and that no one
would believe her if she told them. I want to strangle
him when she tells me how he had the gall to lean over
and whisper “I love you” in her ear when he left.
But I don’t. Instead, I let her cry. I tell her I
believe her and that it isn’t her fault. I sit there silently
because I don’t know what you are supposed to say
to someone when the people they love betray them.
Because society teaches us to be afraid of strangers
and the unknown. They teach us that it’s a man lurking in a dark alleyway, or someone at a bar that spikes
our drinks and drags us to their car. But what society
doesn’t teach us is that 96% of the time it’s not the
strangers we need to worry about.
She tells me how she held her breath that night
as he clamped his hand over her mouth, and she says
it feels like she hasn’t been able to catch it since. Her
secret wove itself along the black and blue marks on
her skin, and squeezed the life out of her through the
cracks in her ribs. And I can only watch as it consumes
her silently, like radiation slowly destroying her from
the inside out as she struggles to survive.
She wears clothes that conceal her, hoping no
one will discover what she is carrying inside, but I’ve
caught a glimpse of the slashes on her wrists that she
tucks beneath her sleeves.
She tells me that she doesn’t remember who she
used to be before she was raped. When she sees herself
in old photos it’s like she is looking at a ghost, because
the little girl that she was before is dead.
I sit silently at school while I watch her body
stiffen, and her eyes glaze over when someone trips into
her. I watch as she struggles to breathe, to remember

that whatever she is seeing isn’t happening. I notice
how she started missing third period so she doesn’t
have to see him.
I find myself wondering why no one told me
that PTSD isn’t only caused by war zones, or that some
people starve themselves just so they have something to
control. And I can’t figure out why I wasn’t taught that
there are so many people out there feeling this alone.
But I’ve finally figured out she needs help, a kind I
haven’t been trained to give.
So we circle the block five times, each time a
little slower than the last. Finally, on the sixth lap she
pulls into her driveway. She’s going to tell her parents,
I promised I would be there when she does. I can see
her shaking as she cuts the ignition, and I notice the
way she counts her breaths to steady herself before she
opens the door. We’re silent throughout dinner and
after a while her mother notices how we’ve done nothing but push food around on our plates. You can feel
the silence descend upon us as the weight of her secret
floats off her shoulders and drapes itself over the room.
I don’t remember ever seeing her dad cry, but I
know that there are tears in his eyes as he puts his head
in his hands. Her mother isn’t so modest when she
sobs into her husband’s chest. No one notices when her
brother balls up his fists and storms out of the house.
I can’t help but close my eyes too, because it’s the first
day in months that it seems like things could start improving for Grace, and I think if I squint hard enough
I can see the blue sky peekwing out behind the clouds.
I open my eyes and realize that it is no longer
silent. Her mother is yelling at her father for letting
her go to the party, and I can see the guilt transforming into rage as it creeps up her father’s body and turns
his face red. They aren’t mad at Grace; they’re mad
at themselves, but none of that matters if Grace still
thinks it’s her fault.
The next day, everyone fusses over the boy with
the broken nose and swollen face, but no one knows
what happened; he doesn’t want to share. I see her
brother later that night and when I notice the bruises
on his knuckles and the cuts just above his eye, I bite
my tongue. Grace’s trying to convince herself that they
are even now, that the broken nose is hurting him as
much as he hurt her, because she knows this is the only
justice she is going to get. But soon all evidence of the
incident is gone and Grace is still suffering. And all
that I can do is watch as she grinds her teeth and sets
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her jaw to keep from lashing out when she
hears him brag to his buddies that he got
some.
The rumors spread like a disease, and soon
everyone knows. I want to scream as people curse at her
in the hallways and glare daggers into the back of her
head when she passes by. I almost cry when I see the
boys taunting her, saying that she is “used goods” and
that “no one will want her now.” I throw up when I
hear a teacher mutter about how she ruined that poor
boy’s reputation. But I lose it when the paper prints an
article saying she led him on, that she shouldn’t have
been alone with him, that she shouldn’t have had on
such a short party dress, that she shouldn’t have tempted him.
It’s been a year and Grace is still struggling to
catch her breath, constantly fighting to keep her head
above the ocean of lies. Every time you call her a slut
and tell her she could have prevented it, or mock her
when she jumps away from your touch, you are forcing
her back into the dark depths of the ocean that she has
fought desperately to escape. Because while she’s drowning, you’re pushing her head back down.
And people seem to forget that you can only
hold your breath for so long before your body stops
needing air. I’m sorry if this seems sanctimonious or
judgmental, but I’m telling it because society has decided that it’s easier to blame Grace than it is to explain
why her boyfriend thought it was acceptable to rape
her. They tell girls to cover up, to avoid that part of
town, and to make sure to watch their drinks, instead
of turning to boys and teaching them how important
consent is.
They don’t tell you that Grace’s story isn’t an
anomaly. That she’s one of the hundreds of thousands
of women that they are trying to pretend don’t exist.
Proof of a statistic that no one seems to care about. A
statistic that says 1 in 5 women in the US will be raped
at some point in their life. So I’m telling you this with
the hope that if you know that these women are your
classmates, your sisters, your daughters, your friends,
maybe you will want to help them.
Because, Grace is tired of being told to scream
only to find that no one’s listening. She’s tired of their
excuses. She’s tired of the way no one seems to care
about any of this unless it has happened to them. But
mostly she’s just so very tired of living in a world that
teaches us don’t get raped—instead of don’t rape.
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BENIGN BATTLES ANGELA GLIGANIC

I have chased death, though I could never quite capture it.
Now it comes knocking every day,
my tolerance built like a bullet-proof vest.
It is a sort of terminal cancer of the human condition.
In a life stacked high with opportunity and potential,
a protruding tumor.
Benign, almost,
because no matter how hard you try to hide from it,
pack it in the back of your skull behind locked vessel doors,
it is the very part of you that you cannot destroy.
Infectious, is it not?
Stuck in your brain one moment,
and in the blink of an eye,
it is running through your arteries,
Coursing through your veins.
And the monster you have been holding prisoner
inside of yourself all this time,
pretending it was not there-praying it was not there-is radiating through your being like a nuclear bomb.
Death is no escape,
but rather a bitter execution.
Trapped inside my head,
contrasting memory with reality.
I played God like an equation.
At war with myself-every invisible battle I fought made real.
An extraordinary predicament,
that the part of me I had kept putting back on the shelf
was subconsciously mastering the art to losing myself.

A BOX SOPHIE POTOCSNAK
four blank walls
whiter than the tips
of my fingernails.
laughing for
there is nothing else
i can do.
the echoing fills the
room;
too small for a
pack of wolves,
too big for a single
person.
no lights
but somehow
i can see
the blank walls
laid out before me.
shh.
be quiet.
someone might hear
your thoughts.
they are pounding,
no wonder there is
an echo.
the more i think
the darker it gets
and the darker it gets
the more i think
there is no end
to the darkness.
the walls will occasionally
bleed
a crimson red,
a bright yellow.
but they always return somehow
to the original pale.
no mood swing
could hide the fact
that there is no escape
from these
walls.
the air is almost

always cool
and the ground
turns to ice,
especially in the summer.
there is nowhere
to lean,
for the walls are as
fiery as leather
in a heated car.
you must sit.
you must stay.
obeying the four walls,
never being able
to find an outlet.
don’t worry.
you have much greater
things to deal with.
they all have much greater things
to deal with.
sometimes
tiny shards of glass
will appear
in my reach.
yet not enough to do
any permanent damage.
just another thought,
a teaser.
hold on,
no one told me
i would end up in here.
banging on the ceiling,
bashing my skull,
this cannot be how i spend
my eternity.
there must be a way out.
suddenly a razor blade
is dangling from the
fingernail-tip ceiling.
in an instant,
the walls
turn
black.
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7 SOCRATIC NAIMAH KHATIB

[3RD PLACE//POETRY//UEC 2015]
you don’t know anything
about depression, Liz
paper crumpled in my fist
as the class fell the most silent
it’s been all year
i sat back in my chair
i’m always too intense
i watched uncomfortable voices
bleed back into the conversation

i pondered her comment for a moment
“Holden’s using depression as a
crutch
so he can be lazy”
and i couldn’t help but remember
two days before
crying in a bathroom stall
after receiving two failing test grades
in one day
i remember
drying my eyes in that moment and
plastering a smile to my face
so nobody would know
about what occurred
moments ago

slam my fists on the desk
and defend myself
people like you, Liz
will never understand
how frustrating it is
to be told that your disease
is just laziness
people like you
get 4.0s without trying
without thinking about it

“I’VE
PUSHED
FOR
YEARS
AND
NOTHING
HAS
MOVED”

i couldn’t help but think
about an angsty Holden Caulfield
smoking in a soggy motel room
trying not to think about
how he had just dropped out of
yet another boarding school
i can’t help but
see myself in that character
drugging my worries
like he drank his
i wanted to scream out
in that cramped english classroom

while people like me
don’t have the willpower
to move my feet in the morning
because I can’t find
a way to convince myself I have to
don’t tell me to
get over it.
don’t tell me to
push through it.
i’ve pushed for years
and nothing has moved

i rolled my eyes and scoffed
at every ignorant comment she made
she called me rude
and i laughed something so sour
it burned my throat
i couldn’t help but think
about you, Liz, laughing at me
because I had failed
yet another essay
instead of howling out
in that cramped english classroom
i bit my tongue
and decided not to think
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A VICTIM’S VILLANELLE
CHANDANA TETALI

[2ND PLACE//POETRY//UEC 2015]
PART 1:

PART 2:

She was tormented by the sordid demons of today’s
time.
The victim was a petite, wallflower girl with too much
trust,
And she was helpless as she fell prey to such crooked
crime.

Yet she did not let this chapter be the end of her story.
This petite, wallflower girl with hidden fire,
She took a valiant stand, offset by darkness as a spark
of glory.

Every day she went to school and stepped into an attack,
Assaulted by taunts and names brimming with disgust;
She was tormented by the sordid demons of today’s
time.
Those monsters chose their weaponry with knack,
Malevolently planning their barrage of great gust;
And she was helpless as she fell prey to such crooked
crime.
Look at those stones that were thrown behind the
teacher’s back,
Arrows of abuse shot by bows of betrayal unjust;
She was tormented by the sordid demons of today’s
time.
Quelled was the girl’s voice when in the pitch black,
Crushed was the girl’s hope into tiny grains of powerless dust;
And she was helpless as she fell prey to such crooked
crime.
Under that onerous pressure, she did crack,
Letting the tears fall, and under her rage, they did
combust.
She was tormented by the sordid demons of today’s
time.
And she was helpless as she fell prey to such crooked
crime.

Every day she went back to school with unwavering
tenacity,
Wrought a shield of determination against their barbed
wire;
She did not let this chapter be the end of her story.
Off went her masquerade mask as she accepted her
reality,
A place where there was light quite bright among the
ire;
She took a valiant stand, offset by darkness as a spark
of glory.
Up rose loyal friends to stand at the girl’s side with
ferocity,
As she drew her own weapons that would never misfire;
She did not let this chapter be the end of her story.
She became the voice of other victims, speaking with
veracity,
Blazing her own way, as a person to admire;
She took a valiant stand, offset by darkness as a spark
of glory.
In the end, the girl was pure alacrity,
Since she became the phoenix, a symbol to inspire.
She never let this chapter be the end of her story,
And took a valiant stand, offset by darkness as a spark
of glory.

PLASTICITY TIFFANY JEUNG
when stravinsky first premiered his ballet, the rite of spring, the theatre house was
rustling. people’s bodies shifted to sounds they didn’t expect. there were no lilting melodies,
no soaring fanfares, no dreamlike leaps. the music—was it even music?—uncomfortable. it was
the kind of disaster that people linger upon, like red and blue siren-adorned accident scenes, or
haunted houses brought to life. except it was translated into sound.
whoever said sticks and stones may break my bones, but words will never hurt me has
clearly never been called a funny name. the first time you called me something i wasn’t, i let it
go. it was the skip of a heartbeat, jagged aggression i wasn’t ready for. my brain was rustling.
after 100 years of romantic music, stravinsky was too different. there were no patterns to be
found in his music. his love for notes was too much—too close to each other, too strange to be
called beautiful. see, when people hear pleasant music, it wanders to their ears, floating through
the eardrum, passing through the three most delicate bones in the body before turning into
electricity. these sparks are pulsed to the brain. when the brain likes what it hears, the electricity
oscillates through the nerves evenly, even as a drum. when the brain doesn’t like it, it’s not.
so when you kept calling me names, my brain didn’t like it. even though the sound dissipates,
the word lingers. when the sine waves cut through the air, bearing the worst things you could
call me, i didn’t forget them. they turned into vibrations in my brain, sparks setting fire to my
confidence, ringing bells i never wanted to hear. the deeper the insult, the deeper the sound.
sound is just touch from a distance. but the delay doesn’t mean it won’t hurt upon arrival.
people couldn’t understand stravinsky. his beloved notes were too jagged and ugly. the theatre
could not hold its confusion to whispers. as the hammering dissonance continued, people electrified, in brain, and in body, first by throwing out their words, followed by punches, and then
themselves. their brains tried, tossing out dopamine like faux diamonds in the street, hoping
people’s minds would latch on. but they could not comprehend the music. there was nothing
to call lovely, so amidst the brilliance, they turned to schizophrenia, rioting against what was
meant to bring them together—the music. the ballet ended in blood. stravinsky fled.
one year later, when the rite of spring was played again, nobody rioted. they called it
incredible. haunting. the clusters were named dissonance. they said it was avant-garde whimsicality. we call this change brain plasticity. it’s strongest during childhood. sometimes, brains
can change, adapting to what used to be unacceptably different. repeat it enough times and it’s
normal. beautiful, even.
when the words of other people are flickering like almost-broken light bulbs in your
head, it’s difficult to ignore them, and easy to start believing them. to allow the sounds of their
voices define you. the javelin sentences thrown in your direction become normal, and your neurons begin processing them like any other sound. the pattern of electricity becomes regular.
not all things adapted are as beautiful as music
they said sticks and stones may break my bones
but words will never hurt me.
they already did.
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11 MIND OF A MISFIT KIYA GASKIN
State of the art scars line beautiful skin.
The mind forms criminal thoughts laced
with sin.
We fall prey to those lying in the dark.
The walls cave in, I’m sinking.

We’re just different.
We.
Are.
Misfits.

“WE
CAN’T
HIDE OUR
WASTED
YOUTH”

We can’t hide our wasted youth.
Sinister pretending is no use.Take my hand
and we’ll run,
From all the absentminded love.
				
They will never understand.
We burn out only to be reborn again.		
Surrender to their rules no more.
They’re not worth living for.
Standing on the edge of all the glory,
thinking we don’t deserve to tell the story.
They told us it was a phase.
We’re not a disgrace.

INHALING AMANDA POE

[3RD PLACE//POETRY//UEC 2015]
Sitting in this abandoned room,
inhaling the dust,
the unmistakable scent
identified simply as Father,
I can’t help but yearn for the time
when my world still
had him in it
when his room wasn’t so impeccably clean,
sheets folded over
as if he had just stepped out of the room
and was going to resume
where he left off

any minute
any day
any year now
as if his room was supposed to smell
like cleaning solution and chlorine
with the fading scent of the dust
with only the faintest hint of Father
leaving me alone
backed against a wall
just inhaling and inhaling and inhaling.
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CATCALLS HANNAH GERDES
[3RD PLACE//POETRY//UEC 2015]
They will call you beautiful
They will call you out of place without a smile
They will call you teeth and fingernails
They will call you skin
They will call you naked
They will call you fig leaf
They will call you Eve and apple and snake
They will call you sin
They will call you rib
They will call you part of them
They will call you woman
They will call you unclean, unworthy, unwhole
They will call you bleeding
They will call you animal
They will call you howls and hisses and grunts
They will call you instinct, reproduction,
survival
They will call you irresistable
They will call you woman
They will call you sex
They will call you back alleyways and dingy
motel rooms
They will call you pay per hour
They will call you mistress
They will call you cash and anonymity
They will call you woman
They will call you something to be bought
They will call you priced
They will call you worth your weight in skin
They will call you worth it
They will call you worth it
They will call you woman
They will call you heels and lipstick
They will call you by the length of your skirt
They will call you ass and thighs and hamstrings
They will call you knees
They will call you kneeling
They will call you bowed back and curled
spine
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They will call you woman
They will call you slut, like an entrance ticket
They will call you modest like a sin
They will call you virgin like a scarlet A
They will call you an invitation
They will call you tempting
Asking for it
They will call you woman
They will call you princess, damsel
They will call you distressed, saved
They will call you bitch
They will call you witch
They will call you woman
They will call you curves, like something to be
rolled over
They will call you thin, like something to be
pressed against a wall
They will call you skinny, like something they
can break between their teeth
They will call you woman
They will call you broken
They will call you unwhole
They will call you all of your holes
They will call you empty, fillable, like a gas
station cup or a pothole
They will call you woman
They will call you barren, childless, purposeless
They will call you single, like a lone sock on a
doorknob
They will call you mother, like the body they
want to crawl back up in
They will call you girl, like a jump-rope-pigtail
noose
They will call you woman
They will call you beautiful, gorgeous, radiant,
stunning, pretty
They will call you perfection
They will call you everything but your name
They will call you woman.

15 THE STAINED RAIN CHANDANA TETALI
It’s raining outside
With a dark and cloudy sky,
I’m sitting here depressed
Wishing I could soar and fly.
Memories flash and clash
As I read my diary book,
The stained rain pours outside
Nothing but a crook.

Tears fall from my cheek
Sliding down the page,
I’m desperate and desolate
Imprisoned in my cage.
No savior or hero comes
Through the mad rain,
The stained rain continues outside
Nothing but a pain.

Bitter tastes flavor my life
With nothing sweet at all,
I’m blocking out any emotions
And up goes my wall.
My diary lies in my lap
Cruelly reminding me,
The stained rain pounds outside
Nothing but a banshee.

Bloodshed of cruel wars
With my family gone,
I’m a lonely, injured bird
Wishing for a dawn.
Heart aches for freedom
Yet there’s no nurse,
The stained rain flows outside
Nothing but a curse.

The wind whistles,
But it carries no solace.
I’m just barely hanging
Wishing I was flawless.
My past continues
Its relentless torture,
The stained rain drifts outside,
Nothing but a scorcher.

Time changes harsh fires
Into harmless ashes,
I’m no longer vengeful
But there are gashes.
Waiting for the right time
Karma plays its game,
The stained rain punishes outside
Nothing but a shame.

THE PSYCHOLOGIST MOLLY BUIKEMA
Listen, scribble, ask.
Analyze.

Stop.
Breathe.

How did that make you feel?
Have you ever felt like this before?
Where do these emotions stem from?

Medication won’t stop it.
Not now.
It’s spreading, festering.

“WHERE
DO
THESE
Help.
Make things better.
EMOTIONS
She stares into the patient’s eyes
at the little flecks of blue and green and
STEM
yellow.
Unable to speak.
FROM?”
Unable hear his words over her own
thoughts:
What?
What do you want from me?
Stop. Leave me alone. Stop.

Depression, anger
Misery, mania
OverflowingInfecting every part of her being.
Poisoning.
She closes her eyes,
and runs her fingers
through her choppy hair.
Electricity up her spine.
The music is back.

SMALL HALEE NORDHUES
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The way he looks at me with the eyes
filled with blood
sends shivers up my spine
and down to the tips of my toes.
Echoes of my own scream go in an
out of my ears
--here he comes.
Yet again I lie on this floor,
bones shaken and broken like
never before.
please no, not againmy lover will be so ornery and
my brain is tired and I can’t feel
my head.
He tells me to stand up,
no- he actually yells
and I rise to sound of
my weeze as my finger tips
tingle.
This man who I never once knew,
oh how could one ever be so
cruel.
I tried running I would tell them,
but he was much too
strong
and once he got me alone
I felt so, so, so, so
small.
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BLOSSOM CONCERTO JOYCE CHEN

[1ST PLACE//SHORT FICTION//UEC 2015]

A daisy for innocence, an iris for inspiration,
and a peony for healing. Geraniums provide comfort,
while lavenders reveal a distrustful spirit. A crocus
gives foresight. A delicate beauty shall be crowned with
orchids and Queen Anne’s lace, while the most chivalrous and bold carry arms of daffodils and delphiniums.
Even the smallest buds hold vast amounts of joy and
sorrow.
Today is the day of hydrangeas. The clock is
ticking down—the competition day is nearing. A hurricane surrounds my house, residing until that fateful day—July 15th. Of course, the perfect escape—a
large cup of caramel-flavored frozen yogurt covered in
brownie bits and my sketchpad. Pencil in hand, I am
invincible. I alone can create this world. I form every
detail, from the most delicate stem of grass to the finest
strand of hair. For me, that is drawing. Drawing is my
dreams come to life on paper and canvas. Each scene
builds a world exclusively for me, by me. This world of
mine is perfect–untouched and flawless.
However, the peace only lasts so long. Sketches
begin to merge, creating multiple images. The lines
blur, and darkness fringes the sides of my vision.
Flashes of bright light break through the darkness.
First, the vibrant yellow of daffodils merging with the
brilliant lavender Dahlia blooms. The snapdragons and
larkspurs arrive in a fantastic display fit for a princess.
Finally, the rhododendrons arrive. Beware of the rhododendrons. His voice comes, warning me. He guides me
through the garden to the gate, where I see the delicate
pansies. As my eye falls upon those brilliant hues, they
wilt. The garden fades away, and I am left to watch, in
horror, as my pencil falls from my numb fingers. In the
moment the pencil lands on the table darkness comes,
veiling my eyes. I hear a voice, calling frantically. No.
When I next wake, the doctors tell me the
news. They do not know how long I have, but a rough
estimate said at most, a month. The tears do not come,
my eyes becoming that of an icy ocean, unyielding.
Not a single drop of liquid falls from these aqua eyes.
In those few moments, I feel emotionless, as if nothing can hurt me. I feel empty, as if my entire being is
made of cold marble, unforgiving and unmoving. I flee

before I can drown in the waves of pity coming from
the doctors and nurses. The waves drown my flowers,
wilting their vibrant blossoms. The petals float away,
just out of my reach. As I desperately clutch for the
remnants, the water rises up, beckoning me closer. As
the last streak of color whirls by, I escape.
In Flanders field, the poppies blow.
Beneath the crosses, row on row.
That mark our places; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly.
		
-John McCrae, “In Flanders Field”
Poppies are for consolation. Larks announce
a new day coming. Today, the night cannot come fast
enough. The sun seems to taunt me, as it spreads light
in the world. Here is what you cannot have, it says. The
stars cry, thinking of the nights I would spend, unable
to accompany them in their counting song.
I walk, lost to the world, thinking, this is how
he felt. I remember the days he spent, sitting by the
window, trying to feel the warmth on his face. How
he reached out with a hesitant hand, hoping he could
somehow bridge the gap between us. When my first
gallery opened, how his smile was tinged with sorrow
from the knowledge that he would never see the art his
daughter had drawn. Then, I remember the other times.
The times I pushed him away, blaming him for bringing this upon our family. The times I did not understand what he was going through; how I thought he
could have somehow made it right. When the memories end, one thought lingers. Citron, while commonly
considered an adjective to say one is bright and bubbly,
is the flower of great sorrow…and death. A perfect blossom, when picked, loses its magic. A blossom separated
from its world wilts and dies. Citron.
Even when my world is falling apart, I find that
the rest of the world is still revolving. The moment I
arrive at home, my mom is there, hands on her hips.
She opens her mouth, about to begin her daily tirade.
I quickly walk up the stairs, ignoring the calls to ‘get
downstairs at this moment.’ She informs me of her
disappointment, with a reminder that colleges will be

viewing the competition, so it is very important. Taking
a beaming flower from my display, I slowly pick the
petals off, one by one. A wind floats in, taking my petals before they reach the ground. Soon, all that is left is
the wilted stem. As I look up, I realize my entire flower
display is gone, the ground littered with dying stems.
Not a petal remains.
The next day, a letter from the hospital arrives.
With shaking hands, I open the manila envelope. Dear
Miss Citron Frost… I cannot bring myself to read further. Seeing the information would mean having to face
reality, and in that moment, I want to live in my fantasy for a little longer. While it may be childish, I cling
to what I have left. Right now, even the faintest whisper
seems to threaten my world. Placing the envelope in the
far corner of my desk, I leave with my sketchbook and
pencil in hand. I need to escape.
Time and time again, I want to let go. Each
time, I find the strength to pick up the pencil and
begin again on a blank canvas. As I struggle to keep
my world afloat, the days pass by. When the day of the
competition arrives, I find myself glancing at that envelope over and over. Inside me, something snaps. Pulling
out the crisp paper, I begin to read.
“Welcome to the National Arts Competition,”
the announcer blares. “We have gathered on this wonderful day in July to watch some of the most talented
artists in this nation. First up, we have Citron Frost.”
There was my cue. Glancing down at the paper in my
hand, I make my decision. Striding out, I plaster on
a bright smile for the cameras. A hush falls over the
crowd, and the clock begins its final countdown.
The petals fall, one by one. I sit, afraid to mar
the perfectly blank canvas before me. In this final drawing of mine, what should I create? A perfect world will
not do, for I know now the world of mine is incomplete without its dents and scratches. With deft strokes,
a face emerges from the shadows. A small smile tugs
the corners of her lips, and her eyes are thoughtful and
forlorn. A piece is missing of this puzzle, but time has
run out. The shadows screech with piercing amusement,
their laughter ricocheting throughout my world.
I desperately turn, seeking the face of the one
that matters the most. In that moment, I find her, as
she screams words I cannot understand. Transfixed, I
watch the tears stream down her face. I’m sorry, I want
to say. I’m sorry. I turn to my drawing, and I realize
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what was missing. Alas, darkness finds me,
and the last image I see is a petal, lying
crushed on the floor. Lifeless – Citron.
-Dear Miss Citron Frost,
The final testing of your results has come in, and our
final diagnosis is retinitis pigmentosa, also known as
RP. While it pains me to say this, RP is an extraordinarily rare hereditary disease. The disease commonly
results in blindness and/or impaired movement. While
death is a possibility, we assure you that there is a
very small probability of that outcome.
I am sure you have many questions, and I hope you
will come to us for answers. The most important question of the moment: Is there a cure? While there is no
known cure, there is a proven surgery you can undertake to slow the advance of this disease. We have made
arrangements for your surgery. Unfortunately, since
RP is a rare disease, the only available date for your
surgery is July 15th.
Please contact us with your decision as soon as possible.
Sincerely,
Dr. Statice
-Statice flowers are for sympathy. Today, the
time has come for the snowflakes to fall and for hot
chocolate and little marshmallows to be bought. An
assembly has gathered, all clothed in somber ebony.
One face stands out in the crowd. Brilliant cobalt eyes
suffused with depthless sorrow reveal glimpses of a
story waiting to be told. When her turn has come, her
rose misses the casket. Without a word, she turns away,
unable to see the sight of that lone bloom, lying on the
unforgiving earth. Quietly, the man beside her steps
forward and replaces the blossom in its rightful place.
A single petal escapes from the flower’s bud, floating
in the breeze. As the winter wind begins its journey, the
nearly indiscernible scent guides its path.

19 HALL OF MIRRORS
JACQUELINE KESHNER
[2ND PLACE//POETRY//UEC 2015]
The sheets of glass at Versailles beckon;
together, they appear uniform, feigned authenticity.
I am not fooled, much less fazed,
but I step forward anyway.
____________________________________
I. Antoinette
Woman of the people, woman of the hour.
L’etat, c’est moi.
Pas lui.
Pas Louis.
The cake crumbs on my bodice
look like fool’s gold in this glass,
fitting embellishments for Madame Veto,
Madame Deficit, Madame Mournful.
II. Elizabeth
England and I, we
walk so proud and regally.
Close the chamber door,
I fall into no embrace;
there’s no golden age I lead.
III. Cleopatra
I did all of the calculations right,
checked my work three times,
wagered reason, resigned rhymes,
sweetened words, softened kisses,
painted my eyes with hits and misses
so I wouldn’t be alone.
Now there’s no one left to hold my train
as I marry the throne.
IV. Isabella
He and I are the gilded faces of their optimism,
but after the wars are waged and the spoils taken,
I think of what has been forsaken.
I see myself in his eyes,
but only in the steely ambition,
no longer in the gentility, in the way he holds my chil-

dren (his heirs),
not in the way he caresses his scepter,
fits his crown on the nightstand,
or in the way his quill strokes his scrolls,
prescribing death and stiffening boundaries,
and especially not in the hollow way he sleeps,
the obligatory snores and the whisperless pillows.
I want to know him.
Why, he asks? I’ll never know.
Debilitating,
sneaky love, peeks ‘round corners
until my logic retreats
and I forget how to issue my edicts,
how to wave at the masses from my balcony,
and I tell the lady-in-waiting that we really
ought to switch places
because he unfolds me, his map,
tattered and patched,
full of strategy, scratched,
when he’s crafting his routes and riches,
and he clinks me, his gleaming goblet,
when he’s whining and dining
with the dignitaries who have not earned their titles.
His diamond, deceitful diadem glitters with my fire, but
I silence my desires.
I am not his queen.
V. Scribe
As the story goes,
happily ever after
concludes all the tales.
I’m still at the beginning.
Your book remains unopened.
VI. Jester
I love the merry bells of laughter!
How sweet, those jangles from my hat!
The garish colors juxtaposed, at that!
Red and purple! Orange and green!
Face paint and painted faces!
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Juggling acts and daily living!
Resounding laughter and—echoes.
VII. Pauper
“Morsel—snatched
drop—dashed
machine without feelings—automaton.
Poor, obscure,
equal as we are
as much heart
spirit
as much soul.
Leave me, leave you,
it is the custom
of mortal flesh.”
____________________________________
I am at the end of the hall
and the beginning of my rope.
To my spectators, I give a scare;
the fallacious glass court taunts me until
the mirrors lay in shards at my feet,
and I, in shards, at theirs.

COLORS OF INDIA
SIMONA
RACHAPALLI
COREL DRAW

21 I LOVE(D) YOU ROBERT JAMES
“I am,” he paused, trying to think of a way
he could explain all of his feelings to her, for her.
“Hesitant, no doubt.” She grew tired of
waiting. His incessant need to just stop and think
drew her insane. Why couldn’t he just spit it out?
she thought.
His gaze hissed at her. The mocking smile
on her face was enough to stir his insides. Temper
was not something he could handle well. His face
bubbled, sweat poured down his flushed skin. He
never felt so rushed to speak, only when he was
with her.
“I’m sorry; that was mean of me,” she corrected her harshness. She wasn’t so used to talking
to him. It had been so long since they had seen
each other.
His face fell deeper into the dark pit of
sorrow. She hated herself, as she usually did when
she acted like this. She just couldn’t help it.
“What’s wrong?” She was sad, tired, and just
wanted to leave if he wasn’t going to talk.
He just couldn’t take it anymore though.
Sorry was not going to fix anything. He just
wanted her to know what was wrong, they were
good like that once.
What had happened to the days where she
just knew me? He thought staring at his shoes.
He didn’t know whether to scream or to cry,
and knowing him, it might come out all at once.
He couldn’t blame her though. This is how they
always acted. Nothing had changed, or maybe
everything did.
It was all so different,
Without her.
She wasn’t there to lie by him at night, to
tell him that everything was going to be okay. The
agony of lying awake crying out in frustration,
cursing his eyes for just
Not.
Falling.
Asleep.
His body tortured him. He was a puppet, a
plague to himself. He just wanted the escape that
his dreams would offer him. The pastel-colored

landscapes full of pink trees and deep blue running waters. Houses sprung up filled with happy
families, engaged couples, and laughing friends.
Animals roamed freely, striking beauty to the
world around him.
But even his dreams, too, became a thing
of horror.
Blood splattered on walls. Corpses and
hanging bodies decorated everywhere he turned.
And the endless screaming.
It kept him up for days. It drew him mad.
Another night wasted. Just another sleepless night.
“Can I just—” A slew of words rushed
through his mind. He got up and started to walk.
He needed to be away from her.
I just want to be happy. I just want everything to
be okay. I just want to stop being the monster I
know I am.
He turned to his notebooks. They were
on the table, not even an arm’s reach away. Each
cover displayed words plastered over the images of
hanging bodies, bloody hands, knives and scars.
These words that were scarily unfitting. Such a
scene would call for words like “Help” or “Get me
out.” But all he could write was “Abuse me more”
and “Hit me again.” He knew consciously that
this wasn’t right. But he just couldn’t stop. And
the demons inside him pulled more and more on
his strings.
She lay her hand on his shoulder, turning
him towards her. “What’s the matter with you?”
Of course. That’s all she ever said. Because the
problem is always with me, isn’t it, he thought.
She rolled up his sleeve.
He pulled away quickly. “You know I don’t
do that.”
“Just show me.”
“Why don’t you believe me?”
“Show me!” she shouted, the fire in her
eyes clenched at his heart. He rolled up the long
sleeved shirt. One scar. She wanted to slap him.
“It’s from the cats.”
“Don’t you feed me that—“
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“Fine! Then don’t believe me. I told you I
don’t cut myself and it’s not good enough for you.
What I say means nothing anymore! Am I that foreign in your life now?” His tears rolled town as he
shouted at her. She took it like an oncoming train.
Stillness and lifeless, she watched as he spat his hate
in her face.
She knelt at his knees and started to break
down. Her tears hitting her dress. Her head arched,
her stomach quaked. “I don’t know what to believe
anymore.”
“Well, it’s obvious that you don’t believe in
me anymore. You’re just like dad.”
“Well, I’m sorry.” She looked up angrily
at him, her face running with makeup. “I’ve been
through hell too you know.”
He sat down hugging his knees. “I know.”
“When you called, what did you need to tell
me?”
“I am—“He tried to utter those words again.
“What?!” her patience had already escaped
her. “Just tell me, dammit!”
“I’m a monster.” He tucked his head in
between his thighs.
There were no more tears.

RED LIGHT
HAYLEY MANN
PAINTING
SCHOLASTIC ART WINNER

23 COLOR ALINA DEWGARD
separated by a five-letter word
from the moment we open our eyes for the first time
we are exposed
exposed to the hatred the thrives in some of us
we are all human
but only some are humane
sixth grade was the first time i realized that the color of
my skin could strike hatred from within another soul
the bruises weren’t as bad as the reasoning
and from that moment on i had to work up in my
brain
that black was no longer a color of a crayon
but the color of my skin
and that that color to some was so repulsive, why?
they never teach in schools what to really do when
faced against racism
and in that moment
I realized i must be my own teacher
stand tall upon the backs of my ancestors
yes my legs are shaking
no i will not sit down
white mothers pulled their children away from me
clutched their purses as we passed
made faces
made me feel like i was nothing
human beings are not born racist
they learn to be
Javon Johnson said we are treated like problems well
before we are treated like people
let that sink in
let that sink in
let that sink in
hello first name your last name problem
this is bigger then i thought
i am fighting a war with my hands tied
But do not get me wrong
i am proud of this skin that covers me at night
this skin is the same skin
my ancestors wore on their back
as they stood tall for the opposition
there was no love for the minority
and sometimes I can hardly find the love today
keep your chin up sweetheart

you are not a color
but the voices of those before you
your words could move mountains
your palms tell stories like maps
your eyes have seen our race go through the unthinkable
every step you take is one step further into the future
we as a race are no longer surviving but living
we kiss our kids on their foreheads before we got to
work
we come home at night and rest our heads against a
warm bed
but do not forget that times were different
respect was not given
hope was so distant
racial slurs still leak out of peoples’ mouths
like a friendly hello
but i do not feel greeted
i do not feel welcome
hurt
i feel hurt
but i must understand that all it was was white noise
and all it ever would be
was white noise
and at nights i sometimes wonder and hope
that when my daughter becomes old enough to speak
she never asks why her friend sara
never calls to play anymore
or why her teachers make her last in line
or why she was the only one out of her whole class who
wasn’t invited to a birthday party
these questions are just as hurtful to ponder
as they are to be heard
I dread the moment that will inevitably arise when i
have to look into my daughters soft hazel eyes
and answer questions I know the answers to
but do not fully understand myself
but i will lie and pray to god to forgive me
because every extra day i can give to my daughter
is one more day with more warm pinks and purples
and one less day without the crimson reds
isn’t it uncanny how much our lives are based
around a five letter word
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TRANSITION
TO
SERENITY

27 FIVE SENSES NEEMA PRAKASH
Hearing.
If I try really hard, I can still hear the ring of your youthful laughter in my ears. The way you would just throw
your head back and release the most obnoxious giggle, unafraid of who heard you. Your eyes would crinkle, and
people would make fun of you for having “too many wrinkles” by your eyes, but you only smiled and said, “I’m
just a happy person”.
I think you’re washed out. You used up too much of your laughter, and now you don’t have any left.
Smell.
Sometimes I can smell the banana-scented sunscreen you used to wear at the pool. You know, back when you were
confident enough to wear a bathing suit in front of people? Back when you weren’t scared that the sun would
make you too “dark” and that people would make fun of you?
Yeah.
Those were the good old days.
Touch.
I remember the tough skin you had built up on your palms, a result of your devotion to the monkey bars. You
used to love getting across the entire row of monkey bars without slipping. The calluses on your hands acted as
trophies, reminding you of your accomplishments. It was a simpler time, wasn’t it? A time when you weren’t
afraid of competition. A time where you weren’t afraid of people undermining you for your inability to compare
to their talents.
A time where you weren’t afraid.
Taste.
You used to eat whatever you wanted. Never caring about the calorie count or the grams of fat. I’m pretty sure
you didn’t even know there was a nutrition label on what you ate. Eithwer that, or you chose not to acknowledge
it. Then, the peaceful oblivion of childhood vanished as you grew up. People around you started going on insane
diets, making you question your own body. Food became your biggest worry, taunting and humiliating you.
One more worry to add to the list.
Sight.
When I see you, it is like a mirage. We walk closer to each other, and I scan your distraught figure. With the dark
circles under your eyes, your twitching fingers, and the bland look on your face, you’re unrecognizable. We’re
about three feet away when we finally reach one another. Our hands move forward in synchronization, almost in
slow-motion, as the last 16 years flash through my brain.
As our palms meet on the cool surface of the mirror, I stiffen.
My gaze flickers up to meet yours, and I can’t help but wonder what happened to us.
When did we grow into this stranger? What happened to that little girl who was so carefree?
When I first saw you, I thought we looked weak. I thought we were so far broken that we resembled indistinguishable pieces lying on the ground.
But you still have that annoying, breathless laugh, accompanied by the occasional snort. Those calluses you were
so proud of are now protecting your heart, attempting to avoid future pain. You don’t smell like banana sunscreen anymore, you smell like shampoo because you finally grew confident enough to let your hair dry naturally.
You stand up straight and have stopped wearing baggy clothes to show off a bit of your figure, whether you think
it’s perfect or not. The dark circles under your eyes, which you mistook to mean weakness, hint at the countless
hours you put into your work.
Looking at my reflection now, I see that I’m not weak. No. I’m the strongest I’ve ever been.

THE QUARRY ALEXIS FISCHER
I can’t fall asleep without my dog
next to me.
I’m not sure if it’s really just my dog,
or the need for a living,
breathing
thing at my side
in the darkness
for when I wake up,
because I don’t want to wake up alone.
I also can’t form sentences
about
how I want your sweatshirt strings
coiled around me and holding me tight
near you,
or the way I swipe my hand
over the hickey left on my neck
and how I want to feel your thumb dominating mine.
How it feels after you kiss someone
like it’s written on your forehead and everyone knows it
and your lips still throb and swell.
The content of your laugh is oriented stars
and soft vinyl.
You took me to the quarry
and it was like
you were trying to subtly show me the
depth of yourself.
There were fossils in the layers of earth
like the scars on your knees,
and the boulders were stacked high,
one wrong step unleashing a literal avalanche.
I was afraid of how much pressure
was needed
to create the avalanche that was
you.

“YOU TOOK
ME TO THE
QUARRY AND IT
WAS LIKE YOU
WERE
TRYING TO
SUBTLY SHOW
ME THE DEPTH
OF YOURSELF.”
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29 FOR-GIVING TREE TUSHAR DWIVEDI
...And the tree was not happy.
All that was left of her was the stump.
They had taken the leaves, the apples, the branches, and
even the trunk.
In return, she lived in a book, immortal.
Year after year, print to web, children to adults
Like history, her selflessness glorified
The tale told of sacrifice, gratitude, and giving
...But the tree was not happy.
If the pen had been hers to hold, if the story had been
hers to tell,
She would tell of selfishness, ingratitude, and taking.
					
She, too, was young once, a sapling really,
Planted in the northwest corner of a humming home.
The treacherous northerly winds in November
Undressed the branches, leaving her bare.
The cover of snow, not cascading from above,
but scooped
By the gnarling, forceful claws of a snow plough.
The homeowners paid for the service
And she paid with her limbs shivering and bereft of
life, almost.
Phoenix-like, she would revive again, ready to bloom.
Freeze-bloom, freeze-bloom, freeze-bloom,
the rhythm continued.
							
Grown, she stood majestic in that northwest corner.
Passers-by stopped in wonder, stumped by her beauty:
The red jewel decorating the branches
The nine petals of pink buds enmeshed in the leaves
The glory of white flowers bursting with laughter
in the wind.
Carefully, without hurting the other branches,
					
The most beautiful, laden one would go
Into a vase on the Drexel-Heritage dinette
Soon, there would be visitors marveling at the arrangement.
Her veins slit, her heart exposed, she watched her part.
					
Now old, she had learned to bear the winter.
Spread out naked against the dismal evening sky,
The branches sang a different tune, scratchy, harsh.
More branches had come to fill the cavities left by the

ones wrenched.
Few could see, but the branches once gone, never
returned.
Still she stood, part of the home, yet apart.
Under her shade, the neighbors whispered,
as if she was not there:
“The roots have grown too deep, and the tree rarely
blooms
Half of it really got bitten last winter, such a blotch on
the neighborhood.”
Silent she stood, waiting for the end.
					
Soon, all that was left of her was the stump,
On which the tired worker hurriedly stole a smoke, and
left behind a can.		
					
Buried under the soil mostly, silently she groaned:
“No, I am not happy.”
I had been there, all this time, a distant relative,
Showering the family with the blessings of my leaves,
Breaking the blast of the northerly winds to keep them
warm,
					
Feeding them with the ripeness of my fruits,
Feasting their eyes with the purity of my blossoms,
Rewarding their ears with the hummingbirds’ songs.
The Drexel-Heritage stayed, made with limbs like mine,
but I had to go.
What kind of world is this which takes, takes some
more, and still wants?
Quick to forget, panting to replace,
in a hurry to move on?
A picture frame, a theme in a classic book, and the
duty is done.
		
No, I am not happy; I want more.
I want to tell my story,
to show the hurt beneath the glory.
For I give relentlessly, but I need, too:
The care when I am of little worth
The love when I am too feeble to ask
The chance reminder of what I used to be.
Forgive me, for I am still the giving tree,
spent and stumped,
If only you would give back, so the circle would go on.

THE VOID REBECCA BUDDS
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My thoughts continue to drown me in this
ocean poisoned by my own mind
and when I try to scream, the noises are muffled and lost in the sea
but eventually, I give up, and my body floats
slowly to the bottom where mangled hearts and
lost souls lie
where broken dreams and disappointment
linger amongst the broken rocks, and where unmet expectations and misunderstood people sit
for the first time in a while, my mind goes
silent
I did not get here by harsh words or actions,
nor did I get here by mistreatment or neglect
I got here because I have been given a mind
that too often tries too hard to find the root of
something so simple and innocent,
but I am not alone
I’m surrounded by an empty, shattered society
of those who were not fortunate enough to feel
the relief of treading water
the silence does not last forever,
and it doesn’t take long for the poison to reappear and run through my veins
I cannot escape this trap formed by the complexity of my own thought
but the sun has power to overcome the toxic,
foul things that live in the edges of my life
when I truly open my eyes, I see that the water
is gleaming, and that gives me something to
hold onto
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TO KILL A BUTTERFLY
MEGHEDI TAMAZIAN
for as long as i can remember, my friend Lindsey
has been in love with Peter Pan.
on a night of pill bottles and pale skin, Peter visited
her
hospital room and the green fringes of his kidclothes
tickled her nose as he glided around the ceiling.
no one knows that Peter actually likes school. it’s
where they taught him how clouds feel on your back,
the difference between young and small, the way
it looks a lot like scratches.
wthe winding valleys and mermaid lagoons weren’t
war paint,
just battle cries and bad decisions.
Peter Pan taught her how to trust when he taught her
how to fly but Lindsey sobs like a metronome;
so many ticks, she just loses track of time.
survival isn’t something you learn in school but
Peter
traced the purple lines on her arms and penned-in
butterflies.
you are no razorblade promise, you are no fragile
lung.
you are Lindsey with the angel voice and autumn
hair.
when the leaves began to fall, Peter told her about
the monarchs he drew fluttering around her wrists,

that the same ones were in the skies of Neverland.
my friend Lindsey has a pixie dust laugh.
sometimes, it chokes her on the way out but
her fingers find a fading Neverland.
so when she has a box cutter nightmare, Peter
comes to her
with a jar full of wings and shows her how they
move,
how to shatter the sterile hum of a thousand metronomes,
how to leap from a clock tower and swim in a mermaid lagoon.
for now, the deep red streets of Neverland are fleshy
and bruised but
whenever Lindsey’s box cutter hand starts to slip,
Peter draws a
butterfly on her wrist and says don’t cut this one in
half.
Lindsey, i know that you’re an angel who just wants
to go back home
but forget the jars this time; the butterflies are floating through
wispy leaves and amber strands. the cuts will only
deepen if
you let them, so take hold.
Peter and i won’t let you kill another butterfly.
their wings were always meant to soar.
all they’ve ever wanted was to feel alive.

33 TRAFFIC TIFFANY JEUNG
ups trucks primarily make right turns, nine times out of ten. they do this for the
sake of efficiency. the loop comprised of three right turns is less costly than one left turn.
there’s less boredom at red lights, fewer accidents involving large trucks, and 10 million gallons of gas are saved per year. the emissions are reduced as severely as if 5,300 cars are taken
off the road annually. right turns are logical.
when i met you, i thought you were a black and white speed limit sign on the street,
something to acknowledge and brush past a little too quickly. i had my gps programmed
with all the right turns, ready to make loop upon loop to reach success. achieve the most
in the least amount of time, using the least resources. i assumed the slightest inefficiencies
would be sins i would pay for later, as they would butterfly-effect their way into distraction.
i soon discovered you were never just signage. you were something else in the crowd
of reds, greens, and yellows, a new presence in the labyrinth of white lines and orange traffic
cones speckled on black concrete. i suppose it’s a miracle people ever get anywhere.
love does not follow street signs.
i skipped a few turns. my hesitation for right turns grew into casual merges into the
center lane. all it took was a simple neglect to turn on the right side blinker. i’d press the
gas and think i could linger a bit longer, traveling forward for one more block until i would
turn away, back to the right-turn-heavy robotic instructions of the gps. if i stayed out of the
right lane, no painted arrows would tell me i could only turn in one direction.
but you are my left turn.
instead of drawing logical infinities with right turns, i will wait in the left turn lane,
blinker on, with the excitement of a child waiting for the turn signal to flash in sync with
the car in front of me. when the light turns green, i’ll twist the steering wheel counterclockwise instead of clockwise. if i’m racing against a yellow light, i’ll burn a little rubber to meet
the cutoff.
i will idle for a few minutes for the anticipation of turning in your direction
i will waste precious gallons of gas, diverging from the red, yellow, and green crossroads to
know i’m getting closer to you
i will risk the higher statistics of accidents to follow your tracks

i’m willing to wait
for the moment my gps tells me that i have arrived at my final destination,
on left: to you.
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37 THE STATION TAYLOR SPARBANIE
[1ST PLACE//SHORT FICTION//UEC 2015]

She sits with her legs crossed and her chin
raised. Quietly contemplative, she appears strong but
indifferent. She believes more wholeheartedly in herself than anything else simply because if she didn’t, no
one else would. She fears that no one else would even
notice. Ready to fight for the right to be heard, she
struggles to not let hints of her passion slip through
the cracks in her facade prematurely. The glimmer
of life in her eyes and the vibrant words in her heart
threaten to give away her sweet secret: she’s curious in
a world where a curious woman invites danger. For this
reason, she’s been told to always look strong and hard
in order to ward off
any thieves of wonder,
excitement, innocence,
or life.
She’s been told
to sit a certain way,
look a certain way,
and appear to feel a
certain way in order
to protect herself
and the expectations
placed upon her head
like a neat crown that
digs at the scalp. It
looks nice, but it hurts like hell. A woman who casts
off this crown of expectations is both in danger and
dangerous.
Keeping this always in mind, she continues to
sit as before, hiding her whimsical thoughts behind
a veil of strong indifference. Sitting alone in a train
station, complacently watching each train glide by,
she tries to ignore the rushing winds and people who
threaten to disrupt her solitary state. Her hair whirls
around creating a halo effect that simultaneously
strikes the image of the turbidity of a tornado into the
fleeting thoughts of passers-by. She pays no mind to
the small, natural disaster formed by the prized possession of her golden locks. She refuses to be interrupted
from the whimsy of the train station for even the sole
second it would take to brush the hair off her tickled
cheeks.

Sitting in solitude and silence, she basks in her
own independence. Her departure isn’t for another
two hours but she frequently tells her doting parents
the wrong time, so she can indulge in this secret form
of meditation. Her intense stare focuses on nothing
in particular and everything all at once. Her eyes are
thirsty for life and raw beauty, a glance outside of her
own sheltered existence. She drinks up her surroundings without appearing to be so purposeful or mindful
at all. All the energy for her week comes from soaking
up the hustle and bustle of the train station for two
hours every Sunday.
A man kneels to pick up
his scattered papers. A woman rushes her children to the
marble archway that glows
with a pearly sheen. They
gather their possessions and
pass through to the main
hall of the train station. No
one knows where they’re going or where they’re coming
from. The girl ponders on
this for a while, wistfully
wondering about the vast
array of stories for each life
that has been brought to the station this Sunday. Her
trance is broken by the loudspeaker, from which a lifeless voice announces some indistinguishable message to
the masses. No one else pays much attention.
No one even notices. Everyone is missing it!
Life whirls by and no one realizes it. She finds so much
enchantment in the hustle, in the rush, in the story of
each individual as they pass by without a glance. She
finds a breath of peace in the suffocation of chaos
within this crossroads of humanity. While she takes
comfort in being an unnoticed bystander, she lives for
the moments when her stare is met momentarily and
the gaze is held like it’s a delicate crystal. Sometimes a
small upturn of the lip is exchanged and she can feel a
flush in her heart from knowing that she has connected
with someone in an unspoken and truly beautiful way.
Those moments are precious and rich and meaning;

“SHE’S
CURIOUS IN A
WORLD WHERE A
CURIOUS WOMAN
INVITES DANGER.”

they are what she waits for.
Thinking about this with a slight smirk, she’s
startled when someone clears his throat to get her attention. Jumping out of her trance, she sees a boy softly
giggling.
“Gee, I didn’t mean to scare you!” he offers.
“It’s fine! I’m okay, I was just lost in thought, I
guess,” she returns.
They look at each other, and she realizes that
this is the first time she has been approached. Plenty of
split-second stares have been shared but never a conversation. She is embarrassed by her own startled reaction
and briefly remembers all that she’s been told about
remaining calm, collected, and in control in all public
encounters.
“Can I help you?” she suddenly blurts.
“Actually, I was just passing through. I was
wondering if you might have something to say.”
“Something to say? About what?”
“About anything. Most people move through
their lives with nothing to say for themselves. They
trudge along with nothing more than a glance in
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either direction to protect their own bland
bubble. You look like someone who cares
enough to notice life, I was wondering if
that’s true.”
She was struck still. Staring into the eyes of
this mysterious boy with an innocent question, she
could find no words to express anything. She looked at
the marble ceiling, hoping that sufficient words to say
something meaningful would be scrawled in neat script
above. Nothing was there. She looked back at the boy.
He was gone.
She had always been terrified of someone stealing her life and excitement for it. Now she realized
that she actually has nothing to give. She had been so
caught up in the appreciation of the beauty around her
that she never bothered to create anything meaningful
herself. With a new drive to create beauty in her life,
she looked up to see the boy boarding a train across the
station. She figured she would start making art in her
own life by starting to write a better story for herself.
She uncrossed her legs and dipped her chin. She stood
up and followed the boy.
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41 THE HOUSE, THE BOY, AND THE
GHOST GIRL TAYLOR DAVIS
[CRITIC’S CHOICE//SHORT FICTION//UEC 2015]
I’m accustomed to the house I live in. The cobwebs seem more decorative than dirty, and the shadows everywhere only bring me comfort. The chandelier in the dining room is hanging on by a thread, and
I like sitting underneath it, waiting to see when it will
crash through my skull. I like pacing the creaky hardwoods in the entryway and counting the worn book
spines in the library.
Maybe I only savor this house because it is my
last connection to a world I dance invisible in.
I am sliding across the floors in the kitchen,
wearing the same stockings I’ve always worn when
the doorbell rings.
The doorbell rings.
I think the house is nearly as surprised as I am
because it lets out a groan as I dash to the frontdoor.
Should I open it? I haven’t had a visitor in decades.
I decide to have some fun and swing the door open
with flourish. “Hello, handsome!” I beam at the young
man standing on my front step. My smile drops when I
realize that this stranger’s eyes follow my movements.
As if he can see me. He has blond curls, a strange
sight considering his age, and blue eyes behind blackframed glasses.
“Why, thank you,” he says, absently twirling
the pen through his fingers. “May I come in?”
I gape at this teenage boy, he really can’t be
older than eighteen, “You can see me?”
“Of course,” he smiles charmingly, “I’ve always been able to. We think it’s from my mom’s side,
they’re particularly witchy, but my father was adopted
and doesn’t know his birth parents so my lineage will
forever be a mystery. Now, please, may I come in?”
He raises a brow. “I would shake your hand or maybe
walk that narrow line that is hugging a stranger but
your...condition stops me?”
I am still effectively mute, but I open the door
wider. He enters the house, shutting the door softly
behind him. “The si-sitting room would probably be
best,” I manage. I lead the way down the hallway

and notice that he walks strangely, not in looks but
sound.
The house normally creaks and moans underneath feet, but he is silent as a cat.
We enter the grimy sitting room and if possible I
would blush at the very disarray of it. The boy who is
also a man, regards the room with curiosity. “I’m sorry,” I blurt out, “I wasn’t really expecting company.”
“Of course not!” This makes him furrow his
brow. “It must be terribly lonely living in a house
alone? Can you leave here?”
“No,” I say honestly, “I’ve tried before, but I
can’t walk past the front door. I haven’t opened it for
years.” It’s my turn to ask a question, “How did you
know I was here?”
“Well this place is regarded as haunted by
all of Hartsville, so I decided to pop in and see if the
rumors were true.” He pauses and then rolls his eyes,
“Damn, I’ve already lost my manners! Mom will kill
me. Jake
Lionel,” he offers.
“Rachel Bauerly.” I smile at him.
“1920s?” He guesses. “Older?”
My smile grows. “The house is older, but you’re right.
I was eighteen in 1928.”
“It’s the hair,” he studies me with his pretty
eyes, “Goes with the times.”
I laugh. “Yes, well, I really didn’t have the
time to consider if it was best suited for the future, but
it seems to have made the transition.”
“Yes, well,” for the first time since entering the
house Jake looks uncomfortable, “That’s really why I
came up here. I wanted to know how you died.”
“Oh, that,” I say breezily. “It’s not an interesting story.” I can’t decide if I’m lying or not.
“It’s always interesting,” he says intently, leaning forward to hold my gaze, “I want to write a book
on my findings. Data.”
“Data?”
“Yeah,” he says excitedly, pulling out his notebook, “I’ve recorded seven homicides, three suicides,

nine accidents, one drug overdose, this one guy who
was trampled by horses, and I couldn’t decide what
category that should go in...”
I get to my feet. “I think you should leave.”
He looks at me with alarm. “No, please. I know it
sounds clinical, and morbid, but it helps people.”
“How?” I ask scathingly. “How does it help?”
“Because,” he says softly, “Sometimes telling
your story is the thing that finally frees you.”
I sit back down with a whoosh. “That’s worked,” I demand, “That’s worked for other ghosts you’ve talked
to?”
“Yeah,” he says. “It seems like a horrible fate
to be alone forever. If I can free you, I will.”
He seems suddenly noble. The halo of gold hair and
those intent eyes. He wants to do this, mostly because
he thinks it’s the right thing to do. “It was my fault,” I
say softly. “It was all my fault.”
“I’m sure it wasn’t--,”
“It was,” I interrupt. “The house was going under. Daddy had lost his job and the debts were piling
up. There was gambling and illegal activity involving
Prohibition and it was spiraling very quickly. At the
beginning, I knew nothing about it. We were still living in practically the same manner and I was allowed
to pretty much do as I pleased.” I took a deep breath.
“I finally found out when I saw my mom sobbing into
a new dress that I had ordered custom months ago. It
was ridiculously lavish, which of course I didn’t see
as an issue. She told me of our financial woes and I
just...” He was looking at me in sympathy, something
I knew wouldn’t last long. “I just lost it, I guess. My
friend Lila called on me the next morning, brimming
with happiness. She had snagged the most eligible
bachelor in the state, and she was crowing. Her engagement ring was huge, and she bragged about it for
about ten minutes. Despite it probably not being worth
enough to save my family from ruin, I became fixated on it. It seemed unfair that Lila should have such
wealth, while my family struggled to remain in the
same home we had lived in for centuries.”
“You took it?” He asked. “You took it, but
how?”
I was surprised that he had jumped so quickly
,but maybe this was ordinary for him, this act of
confession. He seemed so clean himself, so pure, that
I wondered how it didn’t taint him. “Yes, I did. The

weather was foul that day and I convinced
Lila staying the night would be beneficial. She bought it and slept in a cot next
to my bed. During the night, once I was
sure she was sleeping, I crept over to the bureau to
pick up the glorious ring. I cupped it in my palm and
crept towards the door. To my surprise, Lila had never
gone to sleep and she said to me, ‘Going somewhere,
Rachel?’ I turned to look at her, this girl I had always
known, and I felt horrible. What would her ring really
do? It didn’t have magical powers. I broke down and
cried, explaining my family’s situation and my plan to
take her ring. She became incredibly angry, worse than
I had ever seen. She stormed out of bed and snatched
the ring away from me.”
Jake looked at me questioningly, “So you
returned it to her, apologized. Where did dying come
in?”
“I’m getting there. She examined the ring and decided
that it was fake. She shook me and demanded I bring
back her real one. I cried some more, trying to explain
that I was telling the truth. I had never left the house.
She slapped me hard across the face and in retaliation I shoved her into the bureau. This made her even
more furious. She reached her hands into my hair
and slammed me into the wall. We fought for several
minutes. I screamed for help but my room was on the
third floor, separate, and no one came until it was too
late. Finally in her anger, she picked up one of my
book ends and hit me in the back of the head. I don’t
remember anything after that. I came back as a ghost
a few minutes later. Lila stood over my body, horrified, before running from the house, ring in tow. The
housekeeper found me the next morning.”
“Did you try to communicate with your parents?” Jake asked quietly. “Were you frustrated, knowing they couldn’t see you?”
I laughed tightly. “Yes. Yes. I threw things all
the time. Knocked over vases or lamps. They had no
idea. It takes a lot of focus to touch corporal things
and I couldn’t master writing with a pen until years
later. They never knew I was still trapped in here.”
“What ever happened?” Jake ran a hand
through his curls. “With the financial situation?”
“My parents sold the house right away and
downsized, though I have no idea where they went.
Several families looked at the house, but the Depres-
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43 THE HOUSE, THE BOY, AND THE GHOST
GIRL TAYLOR DAVIS (CONTINUED)
sion happened soon after my death, and no one wanted
to take it on. We were abandoned. There’s been talk
over the years of tearing it down or renovating it, but
nothing has ever been accomplished. We’re just stagnant.” My final statement falls flat.
There’s a pause and then he says in a passionate voice, “It’s not your fault, you know. I’ve heard
plenty of stories and they’re usually chock full of
flawed people. You had a moment of desperation but
quickly came back to reality. It was your friend who
took it too far.”
“I know...” I said. “But why else could I still be
here? Here, always?” I sounded small and it made me
angry.
Jake got to his feet. “Come on. We’re going upstairs.”
I followed him wordlessly, unsure what the plan was. I
had told my story and I was still stuck. After climbing
two floors we stopped in front of my bedroom door.
How he had guessed correctly I’ll never know.
Jake took a deep breath and turned to face me.
“It’s my turn to confess.” I looked at him worriedly. “I
already knew how you died.”
“How?” I breathed. “No one knew.”
“I did some digging, and I found Lila.”
“Lila! She’s still alive?” I’m incredulous. “She
must be...”
“A hundred and two,” he supplies. “She told
me the whole thing. She feels horrible and she’s really
old, so I didn’t turn her in; she’s lived most of her life
in misery, which is enough.” He pushed open the door
and we walked in. I breathed in the musty air, shocked
that after all this time it looked mostly the same. Jake
smiled beautifully, “She also had a gift for you.” He
dropped something small into my palm. I had to concentrate to hold it there.
“The ring,” I gazed at it in awe. “Her engagement ring.”
“She says that you deserve to go home and I
think so too.” I couldn’t stop staring at the object that
had caused my death.
“I’m dead.” I said the words and already felt
lighter. “I died for this ring!” I laughed quietly, and
Jake watched on in amusement.

“Ready?” Jake said, and I didn’t really know
what he meant until I noticed the room was beginning
to blur. The edges of my vision were turning white and
my head buzzed. I couldn’t focus on the ring and it
dropped to the ground.
The words weren’t able to pass my lips but I
mouthed at Jake, “Thank you.”
“My pleasure.” He bowed and then disappeared.
The world was a searing white.
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45 GOD’S CREATION DEBBIE FRANKLIN
How beautiful it is to gaze upon the night
sky with all its glitz and gleam.
Comets blaze while
stars burn,
branding the inky blanket.
Oh, the precious morning sun that
breaks apart the
firm clasp of darkness,
ushering in strokes of
fuchsia,
lavender,
and dazzling flames of orange.
Delicate ivory pillows
hold the tears of the vibrant azure
sky.
Birds of onyx and crimson
play tag throughout their never ending
field of fresh air and freedom.
Down below,
nature’s untamed forests
spiral and curl beneath the feet of carefree
girls and boys.
Allium, Alyssum, Amaryllis.
Daisies, Daffodils, Dianthus.
All exhaling a sweet, pure aroma
that will remind us of this day once the bitter
winter has brought in
a biting wind and
frozen tears.
But for now, a delicate breeze
enwraps the creatures of the land,
both the deer that pant,
and the fox that prey.
This innocent and ever-present
beauty that is the Earth will never cease to exist.
God’s creation;
oh God’s magnificent creation!

ALL STARS GO DIM KATHERINE CHUNG
The first time I made a paper star, I wrote a
wish on the stark whiteness and wrapped it around
and around until it was shrouded within the patterned
folds. The second time, I recorded a memory, entombing it within the star’s belly that ballooned when I
pinched its five points. The third time, I hastily buried
my fears under the layers, tucking the last edge to form
an impenetrable fortress. After the forty-something
time, I lost track of how
many stars I had made,
each of them hiding a
part of my galaxy, storing it within its stationary
walls. I thought, as long as
these stars exist with my
thoughts and my memories, I too will exist, and
not be forgotten, not lost
to time and death.
During class I
would rip strip after strip
from the margins of printouts and whatever clean
papers I could scrounge
up. The strips I made
into stars, the motions
automatic, my eyes a mere
formality as my fingers fly
through the familiar steps.
The rhythmic creasing
contained my memories
and wishes, the stars my
Anne Frank journal that I
hoped would prove that I
was once here. Perhaps, I
think, perhaps a thousand stars will stop the passage of
time. Perhaps it will stop the inevitable. There is desperation in the black ink that smudges when my hand
accidentally brushes over the epitaphs, the sentiment of
idealism engraved onto already decomposing wood fibers. There is futility seeped into each edge I make as I
try to mark my existence tenuously on flimsy paper. At
the end of the day I carry a handful of these hopes and
memories home and let them fall between my fingers
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into a jar, entombing them behind the glass.
I sealed them in their time capsule with a twist of the
lid, but even the glass walls could not prevent their
deterioration as time itself wore away the paper shelter
and disintegrated the wishes and memories into forgetfulness. The little bright stars dimmed as tiny droplets
of condensation slid down the glass and caused the
inky words to bleed into each other, the black ink
spreading until only
oblivion remained.
When I broke open the
seal and poured out the
jar’s contents, the ashes
scattered in the wind,
rejoining the dust in the
air and the dirt of the
ground.
I do not write
my memories on those
paper strips anymore.
Instead, I watch the
corners of my friend’s
eyes crinkle as laughter
frees itself from her serious demeanor, resounding a little too loudly
down the length of the
hall. I feel my knuckles
click perfectly into the
grooves between my
sister’s fist as we share
a not-so-secret bump
during class, smiling
at the whimsical gesture. I read the word
“congratulations” over and over, disbelief turning into
wonderment, my giddiness champagne about to bubble
over. One day these will all just be vague impressions,
and then memories, and then they will be gone. But
that is okay, because till then, I will be smiling; I will
be laughing; I will be living. All stars go dim, but their
light continues to shine a million years later as beacons
of hope to those who no longer fear the darkness.

“THE LITTLE BRIGHT
STARS DIMMED AS
TINY DROPLETS OF
CONDENSATION SLID
DOWN THE GLASS
AND CAUSED THE
INKY WORDS TO
BLEED INTO EACH
OTHER, THE BLACK
INK SPREADING UNTIL
ONLY OBLIVION
REMAINED.”

47 CLIFFHANGERS MARY MCGEE
I started rock climbing in the seventh grade when my best friend, Sophia, asked me to
join her team at the local climbing gym, Vertical Endeavors. I was apprehensive when she asked
me; I resolved that my fear of heights would prove to be an obstruction, but on a whim, I decided
to join. On the way to my first practice, I nervously thought that this would be an intense practice with bounds of push-ups and prodigious expectations to get to the top. We walked into the
gym and were greeted by Sophia’s coach, Christina, a quirky, inspirational 25-year old.
We started practice by doing what Christina called “the shakeout,” which consisted of
flailing your arms and legs left and right, which sort of looked like an octopus trying to get out
of a coral reef. After this ridiculous exercise, I determined that I hated being on the team already.
Truthfully, I now realize that she wanted us to relax and forget about everything else going on in
our lives, to express ourselves through our climbing, which ended up being more important to
me than I thought.
One of the most fulfilling moments I have ever experienced was when after two years of
climbing, I finally mustered up the courage to get to the top of one of the seemingly monstrous
42 feet tall walls. From that moment on, I focused on unraveling the strenuous sections into fluid
movements, instead of being nervous about the height. I was able to center my attention solely on
the art of climbing, the uncanny ability I had developed to get my body to fully cooperate with
itself, to be actively participating in propelling myself up the wall, connecting all of the movements until there were none left. The passion I had cultivated emerged into something deeper
than a sport, it was an emotional connection. I felt united with something that could express who
I am: a dreamer, a student, and an adventurer; I was somebody that wanted to harness my energy
into improving my climbing, exploring myself, and hopefully improving the lives of others.
Even when I fall on the last move of a route or feel scared about taking a daunting fall, I
remember how much I overcame to be the technical, strong, determined climber that I am today.
All of my climbing goals have yet to be completed, and I dream that one day, I will climb at
Yosemite and complete the longest route on El Capitan, the Salathé Wall, in less than four days.
Another one of my dreams is to deep water solo, to climb without a rope over water. I think these
will be two of the most impactful experiences of my life, whether it be hanging off the side of El
Capitan at 3,500 feet for four days or the courage it will take to let go once I finish the route over
the ocean and have to splash into the water.
Throughout my journey as a climber, I have realized that the characteristics that I have
gained through my experiences have transcended into my personal life. One of the most important things that I have learned through my climbing and academics is that it is okay to fail
and struggle, because it has evolved into a dedication for improvement. Although getting back
a test with a low score or falling on something that is supposed to be easy is disheartening, I
have learned to channel all of the defeat into working to enhance my skills with further finesse.
Whether climbing El Capitan or publishing my first novel, I will complete the task with my most
earnest efforts and aspire to change the lives of others through my humble accomplishments.
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49 RANTS ANGELA GLIGANIC
Blessed without the benefits of repentance,
‘till I’m on my knees begging to make ends meet by this pencil grip.
Wanna follow my dreams, but my intuition, it screams-“you’re gonna regret this, kid.”
Not sure what it means, but lately, it seems
I’ve been more or less directionless.
I’m about as sure as the grand jury of representatives.
And they try and say I grew up a screw up.
They’re all starting to doubt me, questioning my moralities,
wondering why I just don’t give up.
Still they’re all looking down at me through bulletproof glass,
safe from the tops of their balcony.
But they don’t know me now,
matter of fact, it took me this long just to figure out myself.
Don’t let anyone tell you where your potential starts,
where it stops short, or when it may take off.
Everything’s up to you,
all the power is in your hands to choose what you do.
Don’t measure yourself in numbers, your GPA, or the size of the shoe-prints your father or your mother left behind for you to fill.
Your worth isn’t defined by college applications,
test scores, or the quality of your education.
Don’t get it twisted when you have bills to pay,
I know kids dropping out like flies just to move cocaine.
It’s too much of a big price to pay
to buy the time we need just to find our way.
Privileged kids wishing they could forget when
they made decisions on the basis of dollar signs or cigarettes.
We’re worth more than this.
All of us intertwined, the world’s first order of business is
keeping it harmonious.

THE MIRROR LAUREN KANIA
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I have his eyes and her nose
his face and her body
his temper and her insecurity
his pride and her cruelty
I look in the mirror and allow the self-loathing to take control,
But then I realize, that she is there, whispering those fears into my ear.
I become angry, and I frighten those who I need,
But then I realize, he is there, shoveling coals into to the fire that is fueling my rage.
I pinch myself and say,
“Her insecurities are not yours.”
I sit down, breathe, and say,
“His faults do not define your own.”
I escape the torture that is my own mind
Filled with the rantings and opinions and beliefs
of those who have lived a different life than my own
“Write it down,” They say
But when I do the pencil snaps from my grip and tears blur the page
I keep writing though,
because even when I finish and cannot read the words that were liberated from my shaking hands,
a numbness takes over
and I feel…
					
stronger

		
		
		

The paper cuts along my fingers from flipping so many pages,
give me pride.
Because like Jane Eyre
Princess Cimorene
Hester Prynne
Lisbeth Salander
I am strong enough to overcome it all.
I am strong enough to become my own person.
I am strong enough to survive.
I will create my own fears, and loves, and opinions, and vices.
“You are destined to become like them.” Still the voices taunt,
But little do they know, I am already unique in every way.
I have learned to speak each word without flinching,
and with the sway of my hips I exude more love than I have ever received,
every new curve adds on to the self-love I once had so little of.
So don’t take these words with sorrow,
for I now radiate more brightly than the moon.
The darkness will always surround me,
but it only heightens my beauty.
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Rys carefully pulled the leather book down
from its shelf. Her chains allowed enough freedom
that she could just reach. She placed it carefully on
her desk and straightened the already laid out ink-well
and brush. There was soft knock on the door and Rys
called, “Enter.”
The door to her room in the North Tower
opened and Lillian bowed her head briefly. “Rys. Are
you prepared?”
“Everything is ready for midnight. Only the
lines of sacrifice must be drawn.”
Lillian with the eyes of blue crystal and pale,
white-blond hair, looked sad for a moment. “Are you
certain this is your fate, Rys Sterling? Is this your final
choice?”
“I will be safe,” Rys said firmly, “The entire
room will be cloaked in protection wards.”
Lillian’s gaze sharpened and she clasped her
hands. “Understand one thing, Rys. This judgement
you seek comes in the form of monsters and darkness.
They will never leave you. Not in spirit. They will follow you always.”
Rys stood strong. “This is my duty.”
Lillian nodded once more and left the room.
Rys picked up the thin, horse-hair brush and dipped it
into the well. She carefully drew the first sacrifice line
straight across her mouth. She patted any dripping with
a handkerchief and then drew circles around her eyes.
Her reflection in the mirror stared unyielding at her,
and Rys saw herself to be a skeleton.
She dipped the brush again and encircled her
wrists and throat with thin, black bands of ink. The
final line began at her collarbone and stopped at the
tip of her sternum. Rys had to hold the brush very
precisely in order to get the placement just right.
The toll of the midnight bell rang true moments later
and the second knock of the night pounded firmly on
the door. There was no time for Rys to say anything
before the High Guardian had entered. “Rys Sterling,
time to atone for your crimes. Are you perfectly willing
to open the gate on All Hallow’s Eve?”
Rys stood up, chains clinking behind her. “Yes, madam.
I will release them.”
“The book then.” The High Guardian opened

her palms. “Give it to me.”
“Who is first?” Rys asked, trying to force her
voice to remain unwavering.
“The witch-doctor. He prefers to be out first on
the night of mischief.” The High Guardian of the 17th
century Witching Complex of New London pressed
her thumb against the leather cover of the book. Both
Rys and the High Guardian waited as the cover transformed. The patron saint of All Hallow’s Eve appeared
on the cover, illustrated in shimmering gold. He stared
out at the two women with hooded eyes and a hard
mouth. The High Guardian returned the book to Rys.
“Now for you.” The High Guardian next pressed her
thumb against the skin over Rys’ heart and swept her
finger lightly over her neck, mouth, eyes, and wrists.
They all glowed gold where the ink once sat.
Rys took a deep breath. She remembered then
standing before the man’s body and how loudly her
pulse had sounded. It was nearly as loud now. The
High Guardian folded her hands. “After proceeding to
fracture the gate of shadows you will be free from your
imprisonment and all past crimes will be answered for.
Your previous charge of accidental death will be wiped
away. Everything clear, Ms. Sterling?”
Rys grimaced at the memory of the stranger’s
death by her arrow, though she had never seen him
coming. He had walked in front of her target just as she
had released it. Rys took a heaving breath, “Yes, High
Guardian, I am ready.”
“The first page.” It was an order. Rys slowly
opened the book’s cover, trying to ignore her shaking
fingers. She flipped the title page which read, The Codex of Magical Creatures and Occurrences. Published
1598, updated each year. When Rys reached the first
page she found herself shivering because of the maniacal eyes of the witch doctor who was illustrated in stark
detail on the right half of the page.
Rys had little schooling, certainly when it came
to languages, and she understood none of the text
written next to the drawing, but that was not important. She shifted the heavy book to be cradled in the
crook of her left elbow and pulled out the small dagger
strapped to her waist. The High Guardian looked on
impassively, straightening her cloak.

Rys chose the lines around her eyes first. Using the dagger she cut open a circle around each eye,
exactly where the ink had touched. She had chosen
the eyes first because the witch doctor who had poisoned dozens in 1573 had eyes wilder than any she had
ever seen. Rys gathered some of the blood streaming
down her face on her fingertips and pressed them to
the witch doctor’s page. “You have been freed,” Rys’
scratchy voice spoke. She licked her lips and tasted the
salt and rust that was fresh blood. “For one night only
you will walk this land and taste life once more. But
beware your magic is gone and your ability to interact
with humans nonexistent. All Hallows Eve is the one
exception to your imprisonment. Play safely.”
The High Guardian nodded at the customary
words and they both watched as the book vibrated in
Rys’ hands. The ink became liquid puddles and grew
until it couldn’t be held by the book and ink fell to the
floor in a stream. Rys thought it would spill everywhere
but it formed a man with a savage eyes and an uncivilized smile. He looked human to Rys, but the book had
held him as good as dead for decades now. “Ladies,” he
bowed, a grin upon his face.
“Leave now.” The High Guardian spoke with a
voice full of authority. “And understand the admission
being made here. Understand what you have agreed
to.” The witch doctor’s smile faded but he bowed stiffly
once more and disappeared.
The pain in Rys’ face was a biting sting and the
blood oozed with no intention of stopping. “Page two,”
the High Guardian indicated. And Rys realized that
there were over a hundred pages.
She used the blood around her eyes for the next
twenty-nine pages before the Codex indicated a new
source needed to be used. In this time she let out the
High Priestess of Death who sacrificed the newborn
heir for Death’s use in 1543, monsters with teeth but
perhaps no mouths, a wraith with a preferred diet of
human souls, and woman who used her magic to kill
and skin several humans so she could use their hides to
make new shoes. Each had been caught and sentenced
to prison within the codex’s pages. All Hallow’s Eve
was their only day in the outside world and even then
they were limited in their interactions.
Next Rys sliced her lip open. This mark stood
for the silence that she would keep after opening the
gate to the Codex. Part of the agreement, part of her
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freedom, was in secrecy. The dagger was slick
in Rys’ shivering fingers, and she wondered
if people really did survive this or if turning
the pages was nothing more than death. Rys
was growing dizzy.
And still she called more horrible creatures
from the depths of the book. She screamed once when
a living dead slithered off the forty ninth page. Its head
was nearly cut clear off its neck and its gums festered
with bugs and flesh. Rys wondered how this witch had
turned itself into the creature it now remained.
Pages later the High Guardian wrestled with a particularly volatile banshee, who wouldn’t stop shrieking.
After a decent fight between the formidable women Rys
managed to return the banshee to her imprisonment
directly and by then Rys was so exhausted she could
hardly stand straight.
She cut her chest open next, knowing she could
control how deep she cut in a way she couldn’t on her
neck and wrists. She fell to her knees, trying desperately
to turn the pages and say the correct words. Creatures
crawled out of the book but they might as well have
crawled into her mind because she was unlikely to ever
forget the events on that All Hallow’s Eve. Rys wasn’t
sure how many hours had passed in this tower of hers
but she knew the High Guardian seemed as unflinching
as always. To be fair, she wasn’t dripping blood from
several orifices.
“It is only with sacrificial blood that these creatures can be released, Ms. Sterling,” the High Guardian
spoke as they paused in between pages, “We must offer
our gratitude.”
“Many could use their blood to release murderers into New London,” Rys breathed. “Why take the
chance?”
“They automatically return at the end of All
Hallow’s Eve and can only walk the land on that day.
There is nothing to do. To harvest. The prisoners of the
Codex are already beaten down. They were caught.”
Just as I was, Rys thought. With my arrow in a man’s
chest.
Gritting her teeth, Rys slashed her wrists and
let the blood pour onto the pages. She moved more
quickly now, trying desperately to reach the end without collapsing. She witnessed another, slightly calmer
banshee, a hag wearing a dress of weeds, a witch with
eyes of blood, an old-time mage who had sold trade
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secrets to the King of Scotland, a hellhound with saliva
dripping from its jaws, and a werewolf who slaughtered his whole family in their beds. Fortunately for
Rys, most of the prisoners were used to the ceremony
involved in All Hallow’s Eve and didn’t make a fuss.
Finally, Rys brought the dagger across her throat and
nearly choked. The steel had barely touched her neck
but the onslaught of blood spoke volumes. She smeared
it messily over the pages that came next and sobbed
through the final ten pages. Rys was nearly lying on the
floor and the High Guardian was crouching besides
her, regarding her with unblinking eyes.
When the last prisoner was released, a knight
guilty of bewitching and murdering six young ladies of
the court, Rys collapsed. Her eyes closed and she could
feel the blood soaking her skin through. She groaned
fitfully and then everything went dark.
Rys awoke hours later, stitches wound through
her skin, blood gone. It hurt to breathe and a look in
the mirror told Rys that she looked worse than the skeleton she had been earlier. Her chains had disappeared,
along with the cell in the North Tower she was so comfortable with. She was accommodated in a small room
in what appeared to be the Complex’s infirmary. She
had been laid in a comfortable cot with clean sheets
and was surrounded by the scent of herbal poultices
and lavender. The head Complex healer bustled in moments after Rys woke up, checking up on the wounds
and Rys’ temperature. “Earlier you had the chills,” the
healer explained, “Equally from the blood loss as it was
from the dark magic festering in that cell of yours. But
you feel well now, so I’ll leave you.”
Rys sat sipping broth later that evening when
the High Guardian entered. “May we speak?” The High
Guardian asked.
Rys sat her bowl aside and nervously thought
of the conditions of her freedom. She had done what
they had asked, she had no reason to fear the Witching
Complex any longer. “Ms. Sterling, did you ever wonder why the authority that punished you was myself
and not the ordinary system?”
Rys shook her head.
“We were asked to look at the case by local
inspectors. They found the nature of your arrows

peculiar. You see, one of the younger lads was messing around while they were inspecting the body at the
shooting range and randomly fired an arrow towards
the target. Despite being inaccurately aimed the arrow
struck true. The young lad, bewildered, tried again, using your entire left-behind quarrel. Every single arrow
hit the bulls-eye, no matter where it was shot from.”
The High Guardian smiled at Rys’ apparent fidgeting.
“It was quite the impressive tactical spell, Ms.
Sterling. My colleagues and I had never encountered
anything like it.”
The High Guardian looked directly at Rys. “We
wanted you. But we could hardly ignore the way your
magical arrows killed a man, even if it was accidental.
We sentenced you to jail. That was that. That was where
you would reside. Until Lillian suggested you be the
gate-opener, a job usually handed out to higher-profile
prisoners who had been in long. But Lillian thought
you would do it. And to everyone’s surprise but hers,
you latched on wholeheartedly to the idea. You beat
the sickening tradition. You sacrificed your blood to
give murderers a taste of freedom they certainly don’t
deserve.”
Rys seemed unable to speak. Her lips were
numb and the stitches prickled. “The rest of the Complex agrees, Rys. We’ve never seen anything like you
and we would like you to join our ranks. You’ll receive
the first-rate education your family couldn’t give you
and will be trained in magic. Your progress without
any training is astonishing and this will only push you
further.”
“You want me?” Rys mouthed the words.
“Ms. Sterling, you are both fortunate and unfortunate
in that you recognize the danger that magic poses.
You’ve see the horrendous things that scramble out
of the Codex’s pages and your own mishap...we’d be
honored if you’d help us regulate the magic in today’s
world. A way to live peacefully as a mixed magic community.”
And Rys saw the sincerity in the High Guardian’s face and she also saw the future she had long ago
forsworn, one where she would have a place. A place of
belonging.
Rys smiled, stitches spread wide, “When do I

start?”
The High Guardian laughed. “As soon as your
stitches are out. It’s time you start living.”
“I never thought I’d get the chance.”
Rys clapped her hands and the stitches fell
out of her skin, leaving behind faded scars. The High
Guardian gaped at the display of extraordinary magic.
“You h-healed yourself,” the High Guardian was
baffled.
“
Let me warn you,” Rys laughed, “I’ve got more
to offer than you’d think. I could have broken out of
my chains. My guilt held me back. Now there’s nothing.”
“Nothing but magic and life.”
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UPSTATE EIGHT CONFERENCE
The Upstate Eight Conference (UEC) Literary Festival is an annual writing competition in which students
submit pieces in five categories: drama, essay, descriptive
sketch, poetry, and short fiction. Fourteen schools and
close to 500 students participated this year, and Neuqua
Valley was honored to host this event at our school on
April 10, 2015.
As our last year in the Upstate Eight Conference
(before switching to the DuPage Valley Conference), we
were honored to welcome Kevin Coval, founder of Louder than a Bomb and to take home top prizes in Drama
(Critic’s Choice and 1st place), Essay (Critic’s Choice
and 1st place), Descriptive Sketch (2nd place), Poetry
(2nd place), and Short Fiction (Critic’s Choice, 1st place,
and 2nd place). Students also won many 3rd place
awards and received Honorable Mentions in all categories.
Unfortunately, there is not room for all of these
pieces in our literary magazine, though several are included. In addition, several supplemental pieces (including performances from our Monologue Show) are available on our website: nvhsessence.org.
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